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RELIABLE AND SECURE BACKUP WITHOUT COMPLEXITY 

From the most complex and rigorous data replication specifications, to 
restoring and recovering SLAs, CDI’s Backup-as-a-Service (BaaS) is a 
modern alternative to traditional backup approaches. It offers fast and 
efficient backup for servers, virtualized environments, remote locations, 
NAS devices, desktops/laptops/mobile devices and complex applications 
utilizing secure and compliant data centers.

Whether you’ve reached the limits of your on-premises backup, or just 
can’t invest resources into an in-house infrastructure, we provide a 
complete BaaS and recovery solution.

SERVICE HIGHLIGHTS AND ADVANTAGES

SCALABILITY: Only pay for the capacity needed

WHITE GLOVE SUPPORT: Each client has a dedicated service delivery 
manager and 24x7 NOC access

COST EFFECTIVE: Predictable monthly pricing and reduced costs

SEAMLESS BACKUP: Servers, virtualized environments, remote locations, 
NAS devices, desktops/laptops/mobile devices and complex applications

FULLY COMPLIANT: SOC II type II certified, FINRA-compliant data center 
storage facilities

WHITE GLOVE SUPPORT: Each client has a dedicated service delivery 
manager and 24x7 NOC access

COST EFFECTIVE: Predictable monthly pricing and reduced costs

SIZE REDUCTION: Size reduction of backup data at client site prior to transfer 
ensures speedy backups that won’t drain your bandwidth

AGILE AND SECURE: Flexibility to develop backup models based on your 
requirements, applications, and locations, with the option to backup onsite 
with secure, encrypted replication, off-site, or entirely to the cloud 

HOLISTIC REPORTING: You’ll receive a monthly usage report, including trend 
analysis and insight, allowing your business to make any changes necessary 
to the devices you’ve chosen to backup 

OFF-SITE REPLICATION AND RECOVERY: Inherent protection of your apps 
and data, designed to easily recover your assets in the event of a disaster 

Stop managing 
backups and  
start protecting 
your data

CDI Managed Services 
provides flexible 
resources to leverage 
as an extension of 
your IT operations. 
From monitoring and 
management, to an as-
a-service cloud-based 
catalog, we can tailor 
a solution to maximize 
your current resources 
and reduce the cost 
and complexity of 
running in-house data 
protection.

Click here to contact 
us or reach out to your 
Account Executive for 
more information.
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